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“And now write for yourselves this song...”
Deuteronomy 31:19

We appreciate when the wonderful Ora girls visit our kindergarten
class. It is always a highlight!

Pictured below are our middle school girls’ enjoying their weekly
distance learning with a teacher in Israel!

The final commandment recorded in the Torah is the mitzvah of writing a Sefer Torah. Fulfilling this mitzvah is considered a tremendous
source of merit and blessing in one's life. Though only select individuals have the skill and expertise to actually write a Torah, one may fulfill one's Biblical obligation by sponsoring a Sofer (scribe) to write a
Torah on one's behalf or through buying a Torah. Those not in the
position of underwriting the cost of an entire Torah may choose to
sponsor a single sefer, parsha, perek, pasuk or even a letter within a
Torah.
We greatly appreciate that the Stern Family of Lakewood is sharing
their Torah, this precious heirloom rescued from Kristallnacht, with the
DHR family. We are also thrilled to announce that Mr. David Flaum
and the Flaum Family have generously dedicated this Torah in memory
of David’s beloved parents.
As we welcome a new Torah to our community, we invite you to fulfill
the 613th Mitzvah! Be a part of the action by sponsoring a section of
the Torah this Monday or Tuesday during our 36 hour online Sefer
Torah Campaign! Visit www.charidy.com/dhrtorah to contribute and
track our progress.
Then, put on your dancing shoes as the community welcomes the Torah to DHR! Our Hachnasas Sefer Torah parade and celebration (at
DHR, 71 Maiden Lane, Rochester, NY 14616) starts at 10:30am on
Sunday, Oct. 28th! Come dance in the parade, then enjoy a delicious
lunch, stop in our photobooth, and make sure that the kids get Torah
treat bags and cotton candy!

Adina Kayla Goldstein

Aryeh Solomon

...Rabbi & Mrs. Binyomin Sloviter upon the birth of their daughter,
Atara Shira!
...Shlomo and Liba Eisenberg on the birth of a son, Binyomin!
...Shmuel Winograd upon the occasion of his
upsherin! He visited Rabbi Caro's first grade
class with his parents and had a really fun first
Torah lesson!
...Mendy & DHR alumna Mindy (Mochkin) Begun upon the birth of a daughter, Chaya Mushka!
...Rabbi & Mrs. Tzvi Max upon the birth of a
baby boy yesterday!
...Mrs. Davidowitz’s 4/5 girls on completing Perek Alef in Sh’mos!
We study, we listen, we ask questions each day,
We read many Rashi’s to learn what he’ll say.
The dibur hamaschil points to the place,
Where there is a question that Rashi must face.
We learned how Pharaoh tricked us to become his slaves,
And how H-shem was with us in his miraculous ways.
Pharaoh said “pen yirbeh, the Jews are increasing too fast!”
H-shem said “ken yirbeh, their numbers will be vast!”
Now to the next perek to learn even more,
We’re excited to discover what is in store!

...Tzvi Hirsch Caro & Akiva Diskind, 8th Grade Boys - When our janitor
was not here, Hirsch and Akiva decided to clean their classroom. Hirsch
swept and Akiva mopped! - R’ Shulman
…Talia Hirschfeld, K - Talia gave me her blue raffle ticket that she
received for great behavior. She said I should have it! - Ms. McDonnell
...Yaakov Lagunov, 2nd Grade - Yaakov ran to help clean up in the library with zrizus!! - Mrs. Mammon
...Officer Jared Rene, of the Greece Police Department, for visiting
DHR yesterday to talk to our older students about forensic science.
Special thanks to Mrs. Colombo for planning the visit.
...Mrs. Mira Kuyunov for her immediate response offering to help with
our Sefer Torah Campaign call center this Monday & Tuesday! We
still need lots of volunteers to make this a successful campaign. Please
respond to the email that was sent asking for help with the times that
you are available (anytime from 5:00 - 9:00pm either night), or call the
office.
...the parents who drove and chaperoned our 1st & 2nd grade Parshas
Noach zoo trips last week.

With winter weather quickly approaching, it is important to send your
children to school with hats, gloves and of course, coats! Most of us in
the northeast need more vitamin D and sunshine, so we have recess
outdoors whenever possible.
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